NIGP Pathways
Coffee Meet Up
RELEVANT & PERSONALIZED LEARNING
Optimize performance and impact with real-world application

INCREASED CHOICE & FLEXIBILITY
Deliver content in multiple formats that fit into the busiest of schedules

INSTANT & CREDIBLE RECOGNITION
Provide instant recognition through digital badging technology

SAVINGS OF TIME & MONEY
Generate content in modular, bite-sized chunks – take and pay for content that is relevant to today’s needs
Pathways: Four key components

1. Public Procurement Competency Framework
2. Competency Badges
3. Designations
4. Certificates

Core Certificates
Specializations
Certification
Great Progress to Date
Great Progress to Date
Great Progress to Date
Great Progress to Date
Flexibility Delivered

**Face-to-Face**

Peer learning with an NIGP instructor in an interactive and experiential setting that results in practical application of concepts learned

**Virtual Instructor**

½ day to 3 day live virtual instructor along with 2- & 3-week blended formats hosted in a virtual meeting platform allowing for collaboration with video, break out rooms, and practical application

**On-Demand**

Hosted within Aspire (NIGP’s LMS), our on-demand classes are for professionals who prefer to develop skills needed on their time and at their own pace
Price & Value Focused

• Lowered 2- & 3-day training by 20% while redesigning content for greater impact

• Extending on-demand offerings ranging from $25 - $115 dollars to provide greater flexibility and content for those interested in self-study

• Working to extend free offerings to include webinars, best practices, research articles, mentoring, and short burst educational sessions
Coming Soon

• Textbooks
• Mentoring
• Educational Seminars
• 3-week blended Designation course
• Educational Research
• Growing our Virtual Events
• New Website
Serving You Better

• New offerings
• Price / Value
• Expanded shorter offerings
• Message reach
• Process improvement
• Guidance